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e/γ reconstruction 

Relevant Publications

Broadly e/γ at “core” reconstruction level deals with calorimeter clusters  
and inner detector tracks to define : 

- Electrons 
- Converted Photon 
- Unconverted Photons 

In a later stages e/γ deals  with : 
  
- Electron / photon energy  calibrations 
- Electron Identification 
- Photon Identification 

At a more “analysis” level derive the relevant data/MC corrections 

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/AtlasPublic/ElectronGammaPublicCollisionResults
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e/γ reconstruction 

The main challenge is that electron/photons can and will  “brem”/ “convert" in the 
presence of material.
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e/γ reconstruction 

The main challenge is that electron/photons and will  “brem”/ “convert" in the 
presence of material.
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e/γ Calorimeter Clusters

Important note the usual unit of size is a cells in the middle sampling (0.025x0.025)
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e/γ Calorimeter Clusters

For a calorimeter like the ATLAS EM one needs to keep the size relatively small. 
During test beam size a 3x3 size was used for electrons 

During Run-I different sizes for electrons/conversions vs unconverted were already 
into place e.g see 

These are usually called “fixed-size” clusters.  

In the past were “seeded” by a so called sliding-window algorithm.  
But could be also be seeded  on top of topological clusters.

https://arxiv.org/pdf/physics/0608012.pdf
https://arxiv.org/ftp/arxiv/papers/0901/0901.0512.pdf
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e/γ Calorimeter Clusters

Topological cluster in ATLAS 
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e/γ Calorimeter Clusters

Start from topological clusters “close” together and pick their cells to create an e/γ cluster. 
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e/γ Calorimeter Clusters

Start from topological clusters “close” together and pick their cells to create an e/γ cluster. 
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e/γ Calorimeter Clusters

During Run-II ATLAS moved to “dynamic” clusters in φ based on topological  
clusters
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e/γ Calorimeter Clusters
During Run-II ATLAS moved to “dynamic” clusters in φ based on topological  
clusters

No difference for unconverted. Better 
for converted photons and electrons.  
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e/γ Calorimeter Clusters
During Run-II ATLAS moved to “dynamic” clusters in φ based on topological  
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e/γ Calorimeter Clusters
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An aside on the φ of the cluster

The cluster φ ~ close to where the truth particle would 
have hit the calorimeter. 

For a charged particle this is not the φ at its vertex at 
it “bends”  

For a photon converting depends on if we have 
captured the energy of both legs.
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e/γ specific tracking
This is basically the so called GSF (Gaussian Sum Filter) in ATLAS since 2011  
(CMS much earlier)
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e/γ specific tracking

This is basically GSF (Gaussian Sum Filter) in ATLAS since 2012 
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e/γ “the sausage machine”
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e/γ reconstruction
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e/γ calibration
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e/γ calibration
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e/γ calibration
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e/γ calibration
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e/γ identification
In the context of the discussion 
one thing to note is that we still 
deal with “rectangular” shapes.
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e/γ identification

The first time we go to an explicit cone is later on in the isolation
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FSR recovery last minute
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Discussion ? 
The e/γ reconstruction is geared towards dealing with material effects 

- Special track fitter to account for brem. 

- “Rectangular” fixed size/dynamic clusters “elongated” in φ trying to collect as 
much as energy as possible.    

- Still relative compact “size”  

- In the calorimeter cluster level we do not differentiate between a “brem” and FSR 
photon. 

- The energy collected in the “accordion” goes through a series of calibration 
steps. The last one is currently a BDT corrects for upstream and out of cluster etc 
losses. 

- Perhaps important aside we employ a lot “single” particles samples in MC and 
we spent a lot of time on the material interactions side. 

- Z data/MC enter later on in the chain .   
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Backup
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And more Performance 


